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1.  What types of titles do the articles have?  Play on words?  Alliterations?  Two-part titles?  Titles with 
subheads or decks?  (A deck is a part of a headline that may carry two or three stacked lines.) 
 
2.  Do most pieces begin with a lead that included an anecdote, a quote, a statistic, a controversial statement, or 
a startling juxtaposition?  Does the lead create a scene or in some way summarize what lies ahead? 
 
3.  Is the voice of the articles lively and chatty or serious and staid? 
 
4.  Is the magazine familiar with its readers or more formal and distant?  Academic or colloquial? 
 
5.  Are specialists cited throughout the articles?  If so, how are they listed--first name, credential, title, 
affiliation? 
 
6.  How are sources in anecdotes listed?  Does magazine give first and last names, ages, occupations, locales? 
 
7.  Are most pieces divided by subheads? 
 
8.  Does the magazine give a lot of facts and statistics? 
 
9.  Does the type of piece you are writing use the first person?  Third person?  Or both, depending on piece? 
 
10. Are any boxed items and sidebars used for additional information? 
 
SIDEBARS:  When preparing your article, think about material that could be set aside for a sidebar.  Many 
publications are now using a lot of charts, statistics and at-a-glance elements.  Breaking large features into 
manageable chunks by using sidebars is less demanding on the readers' time and attention.  Sidebars to  
complement how-to stories may include a listing of resources--names of individuals, organization, agencies or 
companies, addresses, phone numbers, and a brief description of the resources available. 
 
LEADS:  The lead is crucial.  "If the first sentence doesn't grab our attention, we may never get to the second," 
says one editor. 
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